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Introduction
Congrats on taking a bold action toward having a 
fresh and exciting sex life for months to come! I’ve 
created this with long-term couples in mind, 
however, it can also be used by those who don’t 
spend much time thinking about sex but want to 
remain creative when the opportunity presents 
itself.  

The purpose of this planner is to give you a simple 
plan to keep intimacy engaged and evolving. The 
number one complaint I hear from lovers is the lack 
of time and energy they have for making love. With 
this erotic e-book you can easily organize your 
agenda to INCLUDE sensual play with your mate. 
And if you’re already making sexy time a priority 
(kudos!) then this can be used to add variety to 
your randy rendezvous. 

Each month will include 4 options to choose from. 
Options are tagged with indicators for prep time, 
cost involvement, spontaneity, and his/hers focus 
factors. I’ve also included links to various resources 
to help streamline the sensual play date process. 
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Pick one (or more) option per week based on your 
mutual schedules and play with who does what or 
initiates. Make it fun by communicating (sexting?) 
and dropping hints about what’s to come. 

Anticipation is sexy as fuck. 

NOTE: Put these “dates” in your calendars and 
honor them like the important appointments they 
are. Do this and you’ll find the connection, energy, 
and ease in your relationship elevated. You might 
even find you both feel like you did when you first 
met.  Remember that?! 
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Month One
This month is all about getting (back) into the swing  
of things. These uncomplicated suggestions are 
pretty effortless and require very little planning.  
Enjoy! 

Morning Sex 
You know what this means…indulge in morning 
wood!  It’s been proven that morning sex is 
beneficial for your health. It’s more effective than a 
cup of coffee to get your blood pumping, 
stimulating the nervous system and clearing your 
mind for the days activities. There’s no preparation 
required and you guys are already naked (if you 
sleep like I do). 

There are some effortless positions you can enjoy 
lazily, too. 

Try this. Snuggle up next to one another and get 
into a spooning position with her back to your 
front. Massage her ass and kiss her neck.  Reach 
around and cup her breasts lightly (DO NOT 
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squeeze or pinch). As you become erect either 
grab some lube from the bedside table (tip: keep 
some there at all times) or lick your fingers before 
starting to massage between her legs. When you’re 
both ready, scootch down a bit to get in a viable 
position, then slide your cock between her legs 
from behind. Lubricant is KEY here, so make sure 
you’re slippery enough for her to enjoy it.  You’ll 
eventually make your way into penetration.  Stay 
close and connected. No need to hurry or get 
frenzied. Just enjoy this special morning of 
intertwinement. 

#spontaneous #free #his #hers 

New Positions 
The are so many positions you and your mate can 
enjoy.  Often what happens after a while, though, is 
lovers will get into a routine.  Some call it a ‘rut’.  
So here’s something to help you shake things up a 
bit without getting all whips-and-chains about it. 
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Rather than reinvent the wheel (that’s a position to 
try, btw) I’m going to point you to a resource that 
covers 40 sexual positions with photos for you to 
get busy with this week. 

CHECK IT OUT HERE  

#spontaneous #free #his #hers 

The Sensual Sampler 
The 7-Step Sensual Sampler can help relieve some 
of the anxiety, frustration, or apathy in a 
relationship by reinstating fun, connection, and 
satisfaction. Imagine for a moment being curious 
about your lover’s turn-ons. What might it be like to 
have him/her lovingly explore your body? What 
would be possible if you were both in a playful, 
uninhibited state and were communicating exactly 
what you wanted to one another? 

I created the following intimate exercise to help 
both partners (re)discover what gets their motors 
running. I call it The Sensual Sampler. 
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The Sensual Sampler works like this: 

Step 1. Choose a time that works for both of you 
to just PLAY. You may have to schedule this and 
plan ahead if you’re very busy. 

Step 2. Begin playtime agreeing to just “see what 
feels good”. No expectations. No judgments or 
criticisms. No need to be serious. Really let your 
hair down. 

Step 3. Decide who samples whom first. One of 
you gets to relax, breathe and feel. The other 
samples an area on your body no bigger than the 
space his/her hand (with fingers spread wide) 
covers. 

Step 4. Kiss, lick, nibble, caress, massage, etc. that 
small area of your lover’s body while inviting them 
to respond. 

Step 5. As the recipient of the sampling, share your 
experience with your partner. You might say things 
like: “good”, “not so good”, “harder”, “softer”, 
“more of that”, “move on”, etc. Essentially, you 
want to let them know what you like, what you 
don’t care for, and to what degree (really turns you 
on, feels okay, uncomfortable, etc.). 
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Step 6. Continue the Sensual Sampling until you’ve 
covered feet to knees, belly to buttocks, breasts 
and full back, hands, neck, ears…and ALL areas in 
between! Leave nothing unattended. 

Step 7. Switch. Of course if you’re both so turned 
on and connected that the desire for passionate 
lovemaking is too much to ignore – go for it! Keep 
the fire stoked by carrying over the stimulating and 
arousing pleasure play techniques into intercourse. 

**You can always repeat steps 1-7 with the other 
partner sampling another time. 

Based on my experience as well as the feedback I 
receive, if a couple is able to communicate openly 
in bed, they are more apt to speak freely and 
lovingly elsewhere.  The bonus here is you may 
encounter areas of your body that you did not 
know were pleasurable. More pleasure equals more 
ease. One thing’s for sure: this fun little exercise will 
shake up the routine. Plus, letting your hair down, 
communicating what feels good, and inviting your 
partner to playfully explore with you can really 
increase intimacy in a relationship. You never know, 
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you just might learn something about your lover 
you have yet to discover. 

#spontaneous #free #his #hers 

First Date - Go All the Way 
Now we’re getting into a little more playful 
territory.  Role play, that is.  This week, you and 
your partner are going to go out on a date. What 
makes this date different is you’re both going to 
play like it is your very first face-to-face.  

Really get into the role of having JUST MET this 
new person and explore all that makes them tick.  
Flirt. Talk about what you’re most excited about in 
life. Be uber curious about who the person across 
from you IS. 

What’s that you say?  How is it possible to 
experience something new if we know everything 
about each other?  Well that’s just it.  If we “think 
we know” then we can never be surprised or learn 
something new.  

The whole point of this planner is to keep things 
new and fresh. 
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So let yourselves enjoy the role play and flirting and 
affection of two new lovers who can’t wait to rip 
each other’s clothes off. 

On that note, go all the way…this is the time to 
throw caution to the wind and get it on on the first 
date! 

#preptime #cost #his #hers 

I hope you’ve enjoyed month one of play dates.  
Here are some points to reflect on: 

• How has the communication between you 
changed? 

• What’s the quality of your connection now? 

• When you think about sex, what’s different at this 
point? 

• How can you harness this energy and put it to 
work for you? 
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Month Two
As we move into the next set of sensual play date 
options, be prepared to up your game a little.  You 
and your lover may have to get a tad outside of 
your comfort zones this month.  Don’t worry if 
something doesn’t feel right.  There are no rules 
here…skip it and choose an option that you enjoy.  
Have fun! 

Toys 
What’s your opinion of toys?  If you and your 
partner are into them this week’s going to be a 
chance to add to your toy chest.  If you’re not as 
familiar with these pleasure enhancers then sit 
back, relax and let me show you a whole new 
world. 

There are toys designed for couples as well as 
those made for solo play. They can be made from 
glass, gel or silicone, steel and even wood (yes 
wood). You’ll find clitoral and/or G-spot stimulators, 
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air suction gadgets, and remote controlled pleasure  
vibes for her. 

For the guys, there are hand-held masturbators, 
cock rings, and prostate toys for anal play. Plus a 
wide range of butt plugs, beads, and other taboo-
busting toys to try out. 

I’m not in the business of reviewing these gadgets, 
however, I can say that I’ve enjoyed the integration 
of novelties at one time or another.   

Here is the RESOURCE that will have you feeling 
like a kid in a candy store with all the options. The 
cool thing is you can order these online and they 
arrive in a discrete box so you can keep your 
purchase private. 

#preptime #cost #his #hers 

First to Third Bases 
What this means is “no penetration” sex. That’s 
right…you and your partner are going to play 
without the pumping. Let this week be about what’s 
commonly called ‘foreplay’. See how much fun you 
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can have making out and petting and stroking one 
another.  

And in case you need a refresher on what’s what 
when it comes to the bases, here you go: 

• First base – mouth-to-mouth kissing, especially 
French kissing 

• Second base – skin-to-skin touching/kissing of 
the breasts; in some contexts, it may instead refer 
to touching any erogenous zones through the 
clothes (i.e. not actually touching the skin), or 
manual stimulation of the genitals; 

• Third base – touching below the waist (without 
sexual intercourse); in some contexts, it may 
instead refer to oral stimulation of the genitals; 

• Home run (home base or scoring) – "full" sexual 
intercourse. 

Be playful with this.  Let it be spontaneous. Enjoy! 

#spontaneous #free #his #hers 
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Sensual Massage 
There is no greater affirmation of an individual’s 
acceptance than to touch and be touched 
intimately, to care and be cared for, without 
condition, expectation or obligation. 

Sensual Massage is an ancient natural medicine for 
today’s stressful times 

Sensual massage is probably one of the most 
fulfilling experiences lovers can have, enabling 
both the body and mind to relax, making for a 
deep intimate connection.  

Giving and receiving sensual massage is an art. 
And like any art, with more practice the results 
improve.  Use this week’s option to begin a sensual 
touch journey together. 

HERE is an in-depth article that will teach you all 
you need to know to give a sensual massage. One 
thing that may not be highlighted in the article is 
the importance of PRESENCE. That is the number 
one thing to cultivate.  Do that and the strokes, 
pressure, and everything else will come naturally. 

#preptime #free #his #hers 
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Tantra 
As a follow up to last week’s option, this week we 
are going deeper into the connection and presence 
you and your lover have cultivated.  

Most people think of Tantra as an exotic sexual 
ritual that lasts for hours and includes non-ejaculate 
orgasms for men.  While this certainly CAN be a 
couple’s experience, without devotion to the 
philosophy and practices, you’re not likely to 
achieve those results.   

So don’t start by setting yourself up to ‘fail’ with 
such lofty goals. In fact, Tantra is an means of 
tossing out all your goals and just being with what 
IS. What you can achieve is a deep sense of 
intimacy and no-pressure pleasure that will have 
you both open and vibrating…feeling a little high.  
That is what you can expect to last for hours. 

This is a longer lesson so set aside some time to 
READ THE ARTICLES.  They are in two parts.   

#preptime #free #his #hers 
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Month Three
Welcome the the next level of your sensual play 
date planner. This month we will get a little more 
risqué. If you and your partner are not sure about 
these options, no biggie, go back and keep 
exploring the options that you’re into. These will be 
here if/when you’re ready.  

Remember, keeping sex fresh and exciting is not 
about ‘how many new positions you do’, the key is 
to keep a fresh perspective (mind set) and always 
be curious about what is right in front of you. 

Make Love Not Porn 
MLNP is a real world response to people’s desire to 
watch other people have sex. The problem with 
that is prior to this vehicle, all we had was porn.  
And we all know porn is fake and does not depict 
real sex.  I first encountered the founder of MLNP, 
Cindy Gallop, through her TEDtalk (watch HERE). 

I think you’ll enjoy her perspective and the results 
of her efforts.  In a nutshell, MakeLoveNotPorn.tv is 
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of the people, by the people, and for the people 
who believe that the sex we have in our everyday 
life is the hottest sex there is.  

They are not porn - porn is performance (often an 
exceedingly delicious performance, but a 
performance nonetheless). 

They are not 'amateur' - a label that implies that 
the only people doing it right are the professionals 
and the rest of us are bumbling idiots. (Honey, 
please.) 

#spontaneous #cost #his #hers 

BDSM 
Since I am not a expert in this area, I am providing 
a resource for you to explore HERE. I will say, 
however, that like anything all experiences are what 
you make of them. So take what you will and leave 
the rest behind. Not all of what BDSM represents 
may be to your liking. But if you don’t at least read 
about it, you may never get to enjoy what IS. Be a 
bit daring here and go for it! 
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#preptime #cost #his #hers 

Surprise! 
Alright, you’ve probably now stretched a little 
outside your comfort zone. Congratulations on 
that! Now it’s time to come up with a surprise for 
your partner that she/he isn’t expecting. You can 
pick from the previous options or go for something 
all together new.   

Here are 7 more suggestions: 

Lingerie 

Food Play 

Sensual Bathing 

Hire a Sensual Massage Provider 

Set Up a Fantasy 

Get a Hotel Room 

Strip Tease 

#preptime #spontaneous #cost #free #his #hers 
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Role Play 
This is one of my personal favorites. You and your 
lover get to ‘be’ someone else for fun. I have found 
that in my long-term relationships playing like this 
is a mega turn-on for me and my guy. Don’t over 
think too much about this. Let it be fun and 
PLAYFUL…this is the point.   

Check out this LIST OF 30 ‘characters’ you could 
become. And enjoy the heck out yourselves! 

#preptime #cost #his #hers 

Conclusion 
I hope you and your lover have enjoyed exploring 
these options. Don’t stop now. Keep setting up 
dates with your mate. Keep being curious about 
one another and continue to make your intimate 
relationship and sex life a PRIORITY. 

Sex & intimacy are the ‘glue’ that holds a 
partnership together. Without this aspect you may 
find yourself living like co-parents and roommates. 
If you feel you need more than a few suggestions 
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on how to re-establish a lost intimate connection 
you’re welcome to speak with me privately for free. 
APPLY HERE I am here to help men and women 
become POWER COUPLES. 

With Love,  

Colette 

Colette Davenport
Intimacy Expert | Speaker | Author  

www.colettedavenport.com
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